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On Nov. 13, 2012, a narrow corridor in the southern hemisphere experienced a total

solar eclipse. The corridor lay mostly over the ocean but also cut across the northern

tip of Australia where both professional and amateur astronomers gathered to watch.

Romeo Durscher/NASA Goddard Space Center/Flickr

Anyone who gets to see the total solar eclipse on August
21 will be lucky — and humanity is lucky to live on a
planet that even has this kind of celestial event.

Mercury and Venus, after all, don't even have moons.
Mars has a couple, but they're too small to completely
blot out the sun. Gas giants like Jupiter do have big
moons, but they don't have solid surfaces where you
could stand and enjoy an eclipse.

And, even with solid land and a moon, Earth only gets its
gorgeous total solar eclipses because of a cosmic
coincidence.

The Path Of The Aug. 21 Eclipse

https://www.flickr.com/photos/gsfc/8188705798
https://eclipse2017.nasa.gov/
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Source: NASA

Credit: Katie Park and Leanne Abraham/NPR

"They appear to be the same size because of their distance
away from us," explains Amber Porter, an astronomer at
Clemson University, which is in the path of the upcoming
eclipse. The diameter of Earth's moon is about 400 times
smaller than the diameter of the sun, but "even though
the moon is about 400 times smaller than the sun, it's
about 400 times closer to us here on Earth, which is how
that perfect kind of magic happens."

http://newsstand.clemson.edu/mediarelations/clemson-university-astronomer-a-true-she-ro-of-the-upstate/
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Because of this quirk, the tiny moon can obscure the
entire face of the sun and reveal its eerie corona, at least
right now. In the past, Earth's eclipses did not look like
this.

"The size of the sun hasn't really changed over the age of
Earth, but the moon has been moving away from Earth
over eons. So in the past it looked bigger," says Matija
Cuk, a planetary scientist at the SETI Institute.

The moon is still moving away from Earth, he says. Every
year, it shifts outward about an inch-and-half.

The diameter of Earth's moon is about 400 times smaller than the diameter of the

sun, but it's about 400 times closer to us here on Earth.

Courtesy of The Exploratorium

https://www.seti.org/users/matija-cuk
https://www.exploratorium.edu/
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"So actually for billions of years you can have a total
eclipse, but this very evenly matched eclipse, where it is
barely total, that happens for a relatively short amount of
time," says Cuk.

In only about 600 million years, the moon will look small
enough that it no longer completely covers the sun, and
whoever is left on Earth won't see any more total solar
eclipses. So, get them while you can.

solar eclipse eclipse of the sun astronomy the moon
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